Our Pioneering Children!

SINGING! WITNESSING! WINNING HEARTS!

PENANG: WE PUT ON A SPECIAL SHOW at an old people’s home with the children—Mark & Joel—Singing, doing lots of songs & doing some skills which really reached the hearts of both the old people & the Little Sisters of the Poor who look after them. After the performance about 100 people, including some of the nuns, prayed with the children to receive Jesus.

THEN THE CHILDREN WITNESSED INDIVIDUALLY to bedridden patients who were not able to see the show. Our Chinese catechism brother helped by translating their witness into Chinese. As a result, another 20 souls got saved.

MARK & JOEL HAVE ALSO BEEN SINGING with us at hotels & pubs several times a week. They are really able to reach even the hardest hearts! We have found that the kids attract so much attention that people really listen to them & they are much more effectively reaching the people than music here...

ONE DAY WHILE SINGING AT A HOTEL, we met a local businessman who has since received Jesus & been a great help to us. Hearing the children sing, he became interested & Leah was able to witness to him afterwards. He fell in love with us & immediately took us to his friend’s hotel where this friend stopped all activities in the pub so the children could sing to a captive audience! Then he took the children table to table to collect donations for our work. TYJ! So the children are a very integral part of our pioneering effort here! They’re causing an explosion! God bless them! "A little child shall lead them!" Love, Gilread.

Planets on Parade

(Reprint from “The Vineyard"

A STATEMENT WAS ISSUED ON SEPT. 16, 1974 by the reputable Newsweek magazine in its science section and an extensive statement was issued by two leading scientists. The article stated what might happen in the year 1982 when our nine major planets all line up on the side of the sun.

THIS ALIGNMENT TAKES PLACE ONLY EVER 179 YEARS, and on every occasion when such an alignment has taken place there has been a graphic reaction on the cosmos of our world. The difference, however, between the previous alignments and the one projected for 1982 will be, where the previous ones have been as close to a line-up as was possible under the conditions, in 1982 they will be in perfect line-up for the first time in all creation.

AND THOSE NINE PLANETS WILL LINE UP PERFECTLY on the one side of our sun. This was the statement that led to the investigation studies as to what will happen, because there have been unusual reactions in the world on previous alignments.

NEWSWEEK REFERRED TO THE ASTRONOMICAL PROJECT FOR 1982 AS AN APOCALYPTIC PREDICTION; in other words, it is a prediction of the end. In the late 1960’s, John Gribbin; a physical science editor of the British magazine, Nature, and Stephen Pilgram, researcher at NASA’s Goddard Space Centre in Maryland, began to study the possible effects of the planetary alignment due in 1982, and the results of their investigations are now made public in a book which they co-authored called “The Jupiter Effects”. They have published their scientific conclusions in a book called “The Parade of the Planets”. On the previous occasions it has been a great alignment, one planet has been in front of the other, one has been back a bit, but this time the alignment will mean firstly that there will be a great increase in the magnetic activity on the surface of the sun, bringing forth huge storms, sun spots and great solar flares will appear. Secondly, the ionosphere may be seriously affected and great changes will occur in the earth’s entire atmosphere. Thirdly, radio and television communications will be seriously disrupted. Fourthly, there will be weird lighting effects from the northern lights as
RESPONSE TO: “Dads Pointers On Appendicitis!”

From Lois in Hong Kong

Dear Dad,

I JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW HOW I'M DOING now with my health—and that is, wonderfully! TYJ! After receiving your cassette and taking up Ed’s suggestion (see EN Vol. 3, No. 10) we put the different points into practice immediately, especially taking breaks while typing, which I wasn’t doing at all, and getting more exercise.

I ALSO Wasn’T AWARE THAT I SHOULDN’T EAT GrAINS OR NUTS, so have now stopped all this type of food. It has now been three months since my last bout of appendicitis (yes, the doctor said it must be appendicitis after telling him my symptoms and having a blood test)—the longest I’ve gone without an attack since last March! Hallelujah!

APOLLOs AND I THANK THE LORD DAILY for His miraculous healing and we’re so glad we know it’s only His mercy! And I can’t thank you enough, Dad, for your loving concern and love and care for us—you’ve certainly saved many a time over, in more ways than one!

I love you so much and pray I can now give my life back to you, in His loving service!

Love always, Lois.

---

Tape Care Tips

To help you get longer life & better quality from your Wild Wind Tapes! & (others!)

by Beriah Wire (Mr. Wild Wind)

THE MOST COMMON PROBLEM with cassette tapes is they get “eaten” by cassette players. The 3 main causes are: 1) Dirty heads & pinch rollers. 2) The tape sticking in the cassette shell. 3) A faulty tape player. Here are some tips on how to avoid these problems:

1. HEADS & PINCH ROLLERS: These should be cleaned regularly, at least every 10-20 cassettes, depending on the tape quality, age & cleanliness. You should do this with a clean cotton swab dipped in pure medicinal alcohol (not will do if alcohol isn’t available). Carefully rub the heads until clean. Then put the machine on play & carefully press the cotton swab, with your finger, against the right side of the revolving capstan where it touches the pinch wheel (make sure it does not get wound in between the two) until these are also clean. It’s best not to use cleaning cassettes, as these tend to be abrasive & wear down the important parts of your player.

2. TAPES THAT STICK: This can be caused by a badly aligned play or rewind spindle in the tape player, slack belts, stopping & starting the cassette too many times, or jumping from play to rewind to forward. It is a very common occurrence & can usually be cured by holding the cassette in one corner & smartly tapping it several times on your other hand—one side, then the other. This usually brings the spools of tape back into a regular position & helps it flow smoothly again.

3. TRY TO ALWAYS PLAY YOUR TAPES ALL THE WAY THRU’ one side to the end & keep them stored with all the tape on one spool or the other. This helps even-winding & if the tape gets pulled out or dirty, all that is affected is the leader tape.

3. A FAULTY MACHINE: This is also a common problem, especially with the cheaper machines, although after a while with most tape players the drive belts can become slack & need replacing. This can cause tapes to stick, or be “eaten”, especially if the machine mechanism stops turning or slows down.

WHEN BUYING A MACHINE, STICK TO RELIABLE BRANDS & don’t buy the cheapest—it’s normally not worth it! Look for machines with an auto-stop triggered by the spindle not turning, rather than by tension, or a machine without an auto-stop at all. This will save a lot of tapes from becoming damaged, as this type tend to stop when anything goes wrong.

CASSette DON’Ts & DO’S:

DON’T put cassettes on or near magnets, electric motors, transformers or speakers. This can erase them completely or partially.

DON’T leave cassettes in hot sunlight or on radiators.

DON’T leave them in the kitchen near fat or other things that could splash on them or your cassette player!

DON’T stop & start too frequently.

DON’T forget to pray without ceasing!

DO clean tape recorder heads & pinch wheels often.

DO tape cassettes to even spool windings! DO wind tapes all the way to the end.

DO store in clean, dry, cool place!

DO remember that he who is faithful in that which is least, is faithful also in that which is much!

GOD BLESS YOUR WE LOVE YOU!

We hope these tips will help you get longer life out of your cassette player & tapes—Beriah.

(Editors: Wild Wind Tapes has a wide variety of Family tapes, including MO, Grandmother, scripture, music & children’s tapes! Each tape is $3.00 plus $.80 airmail outside Europe. Send for a complete listing.

Address: Wild Wind Tapes, B.P. 3197, 31027 Toulouse, Cedex, France. Make cheques & money orders payable to Mr. N. K. Higgin.)
"KNEW DISCIPLES!"
"And he knew his wife & she conceived & brought forth a child!"—Genesis 4:1

**HOLLERLUJAH!**

**LATIN AMERICA**

**BOY**—Matthew, to Lazarus & Cherith Eagle; Houston, USA—17/2/78

**GIRL**—Samaris, to Joy To The World; Kingston, Jamaica—Oct.

**BOY**—Christian, to Joseph & Deborah Shining Eyes; Victoria, Brazil—6/10.

**BOY**—Solomon Peter, to Pablo & Joyful; Houston, USA—2/11.

**BOY**—Jonathan Francisco, to Nehemiah & Keren; Quito, Ecuador—30/9.

**BOY**—Michael Angelo, to Hepsiha; Caracas, Venezuela—23/11.

**BOY**—Elías Emmanuel, to Natanael & Natalie; San Jose, Costa Rica—4/11.

**GIRL**—Katrina, to Hepzibah Beula; Bogota, Colombia—27/10.

**BOY**—Moses Messenger, to Matthew & Tiron; Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic—29/10.

**GIRL**—Angela Maria, to Sharon Midian; Montevideo, Uruguay—1/11.

**BOY**—Gabriel Blessing, to Eran & Karina; Sao Paulo, Brazil—19/11.

**GIRL**—Rosa Angelina, to Timothy & Joy; Chile—9/11.

**GIRL**—Amanecer, to Ezekiel & Naomi Small; Cd. Bolivar, Venezuela—31/10.

**BOY**—Adam Abraham, to Jonathan & Dove Servant; San Juan, Puerto Rico—Nov.

**BOY**—Henry Gabriel, to Jonathan & Esther; Manaus, Brazil—2/11.

**BOY**—Ivan, to Paulo & Tatiana; Fortaleza, Brazil; 14/11.

**GIRL**—Cara Paloma, to Daniel & Dulce; Apocalipsis; Campinas, Brazil—17/11.

**NORTH AMERICA**

TWINS!—Jessica & Jesse, 5th & 6th born to Matt & Joy; Child—Nov.

**GIRL**—Marry Joy, to Joseph & Hali Havillah—25/11.

**GIRL**—Jessica, to Josiah & Wings; Kent—Nov.

**BOY**—Arthur, to Elías & Faith Michael—14/11.

**BOY**—Michael Christian, to Benjamin & Blessing Branch—2/11.

**BOY**—Valour, 7th child to Zac & Sunflower Forest—10/11.

**BOY**—David, to David & Bethel Dust—25/11.

**BOY**—Jonathan, to Aaron & Angelina Arrow—4/11.

**GIRL**—Autumn Christine, to Ishi & Shalom Amos—21/11.

**BOY**—David Sky, to Marsena Davidson & Cornelius—18/11.

**BOY**—Gabriel, to Jonadab & Praise Rechabite—Nov.

**BOY**—Johanan Isaac, to Deker & Faithful Little One; Littleton, Colo., USA—22/11.

**BOY**—Kristin Uriah, to Zach & Esther Malachi—7/12.

**BOY**—Ryan David, to Jared Cherub & Joy Gypsy—23/12.

**BOY**—Michael, to Hiram & Mary S.—26/8.

**BOY**—Jared, to Jean Philippe—Dec.

**BOY**—Gabriel, to Timothy Samuel & Psalm of David—14/12.

**GIRL**—Magdalena, to Malachi & Amethyst Rainbow—8/12.

**GIRL**—Janal Goves, to Sally Rodriguez—11/12.

**BOY**—John Paul, to Josiah & Jewelt Wait—2/12.

**GIRL**—Dawn Elise, to Castra & Elisha—27/12.

**BOY**—David Miguel, to Dominic & Mary—12/12.

**GIRL**—Susanna Maria, to Saron—30/12.

**GIRL**—Katrina, to Elijah & Shiloh Khaber—20/12.

**NORTH EUROPE**

**BOY**—Michael, to Steve & Linda; Norwood Green, England—Nov.

**GIRL**—Julie, to Sunny & Joy; Breda, Holland—7/11.

**BOY**—Ktoias, to Johannes & Julia; Mannheim, Germany—7/12.

**BOY**—Simon Peter, to Aaron & Kerurah; Zurich, Switzerland—16/12.

**BOY**—Oliver, to Philemon & Esther; Ebsdorf, Germany—12/12.

**GIRL**—Linda, to Simon & Selah; Malmo, Sweden—Dec.

**BOY**—John, to Jonah & Abigail; Den Haag, Holland—17/12.

**BOY**—Richard Willems, to Jahmai & Anne; Hotwell, Holland—12/12.

**BOY**—Michael, to Joseph & Pearl; Bromborby Strand, Denmark—22/12.

**GIRL**—Anna Virginia, 8th child for Gibe & Tamara Firstfruit; Malmo, Sweden—25/12.

**PACIFIC**

**BOY**—Jimmie Lee, 5th child for Medal & Shiloh Greeter; Taiwan—17/12.

**GIRL**—Deborah Christina, to Rachel & Joseph; Olangapo, Philippines—19/12.

**GIRL**—Katrina Marie, to Talitha & David Shepe; Olangapo, Philippines—23/12.

**GIRL**—Michelle Dawn, to Abraham & Hannah; Tashiro, Japan—3/12.

**GIRL**—Venus Liberty, to Amok & Phoenix; Tokyo, Japan—28/12.
BOY—Jonathan, to Peter & Kata Bare Bondi, Australia—26/12.
BOY—Michael James, to John & Sarah Beloved; Sydney, Australia—1/12.
BOY—David Nicholas, to Bethesda; Sydney, Australia—12/12.
GIRL—Karenina Morningjoy, to Elis & Damaris; Perth, Australia—6/12.
BOY—Miguel, to Shalom & Isaiah Watchman; Kyoto, Japan—8/12.
GIRL—Little Joy, to Newsong & Little Faith; Seppora, Japan—3/12.
BOY—Abraham, to Faithly & Aaron Little; Hakodate, Japan—30/11.
BOY—Isaac, to Abel & Susanna Lamb; Kagoshima, Japan—13/12.
GIRL—Leona, to Dave & Tizrah Rocky; Takasaki, Japan—13/12.

THE GIVE-AWAY OF THE CENTURY!

INCREDIBLE OFFER!! FREE FOR THE POSTAGE!!

GLP is totally liquidating its stock and closing up—ALL BENEFITS will go to you!!—our worldwide family! These items are doing nobody any good sitting on our shelves & evidently you can’t afford ‘em, so we’re gonna give ‘em away!! FOR POSTAGE COSTS ONLY, we will send you either singly or in bulk, any item which is in stock—as long as it lasts!!—FIRST COME! FIRST SERVED!!

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN HAVE FOR POSTAGE COSTS ONLY:

VOLUME I (Letters A-150) $1.00
VOLUME II (Letters 151-300) $1.00
VOLUME III (Letters 301-400) $1.00
BASIC BOOK (Leatherette cover) $1.00
BASIC BOOK (Paperback) $1.00
QUOTE BOOK (4 copies) $1.00
COLOUR NNN’S MINI BOOKS (ENGLISH)

SENSATIONAL!! FREE!: SET OF ALL 4 MO Books, Vols. I, II, III & basic family $3 postage to your door!!

ORDER TODAY!! TOMORROW THEY WILL ALL BE GONE!! THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE!!

Sorry, but this does not include VOLUME IV, which will still cost you $19 per copy (postage postpaid).

Please send me the following by surface mail:

BOOK TITLE LOGIC COPIES NO. BOOKS FUNDS INCL.

Volume I
Volume II
Volume III
Basic (Leatherette)
Basic (Paperback)
Quote Book
Colour Notes
Mini Books

I am enclosing a total of $ for postage for the above order. Payment must accompany order in Gold Lion Publishers in U.S. dollars or equivalent. Please allow at least one month for delivery to your door or P.O. Box. Thank you for your support.

Please print in block capital letters:

Legal Name:
Address:


BOY—Abel David, to John & Hope Freedom; Macau, Asia—16/12.
BOY—Michael, to John & Heidi Brock; Hamilton, New Zealand—3/12.
BOY—Miguel, to Nathan & Naomi; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia—21/12.
BOY—Christopher Michael, to Bart & Jerusalem Yoke; Charlestonville, Philip—11/12.
BOY—Eric Bryan, to Ben & Miriam Fisher; Charlestonville, Phillipines—16/12.
BOY—Francesco David, to Nic & Grace; Tierra Pura, Philippines—3/12.
BOY—Mark Anthony, to Happiness Asher; Manila, Phillipines—10/12.
BOY—Jonathan Philip, to Nat & Ruth Nobody; Legaspi, Phillipines—12/12.

FRANCE & FRENCH SWITZ.
BOY—Jean-Christophe, 2nd child for Asaph & Julie; Geneva, Switzerland—28/11.
TWIN—Michael & Emmanuel, to Aaron & Reijoie; Luzanne, Switzerland—28/12.
GIRL—Davida, to Joseph & Christine Freiday; Toulouse, France—1/12.
GIRL—Gabrielle Luxembourg, to Clement & Eve; Clermont Ferrand, France—30/12.
BOY—Jean Noel, 2nd child for Sunny & Michael Liston—31/12.
BOY—Julien, to Etoile & Isac; Rouen, France.
BOY—Sebastian Martin, to Eva Schmerrerling; France—10/12.
BOY—Christopher Ponce, to Apollo & Candil; Marseille, France—21/12.
GIRL—Diane, to Michael (Ginneth); Kid & Mary; France—15/12.
GIRL—Virginia, to Jacques & Esther; Cien, France—28/12.

GRADUATION NOTICE!

OUR PRECIOUS BROTHER, BEZALEL, BUILDER, went to be with the Lord on Sept. 28, 1978. He joined the Family in 1975 at 40 years of age, not knowing at the time that he had cancer. He had known the Family for several years before this and really loved us and was a real help in many ways. In the Family he worked as a mechanic, driver and a faithful, hardworking, crack builder for most of the shipments that left the U.S. to foreign mission fields from 1975-76. It is inspiring to know that he chose the last three years of his life to serve the Lord full-time! TyJI
—Murdock & Rose, North America.
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